Image registration is used by the remote sensing community to align images for the purposes of examining changes in a scene. The application in this paper involves finding anomalies associated with human activity for the purpose of detecting underground nuclear explosions. This paper presents a non-rigid image registration algorithm that can be easily implemented using publicly available tools such as python, numpy, scipy, openCV and SIFT. SIFT is used to find feature correspondences between images. An approach based on Mahalanobis distance is used find a subset of robust correspondences. Comparisons are made to the RANSAC algorithm. The imagery was collected by DigitalGlobe's Worldview-II satellite. One image pair is orthorectified. A second image pair is only geo-registered. Both image pairs were collected over mountainous desert regions, the second image pair has much rougher terrain and presents a challenging situation. The non-rigid property of the image registration algorithm allows for robust registration in mountainous terrain under different viewing geometries. Image differencing of the PAN-chromatic band is used to find changes, some of which are shown in detail for both sets of images. Overall registration improvement is quantified by using the standard deviation of the difference image.
INTRODUCTION
A list of potential observables is presented in the primer by Henderson 1 on multispectral and infrared imaging for on-site inspection. Some of these observables can potentially be detected as a change to a landscape by comparing imagery collected before and after the event. To perform change detection successfully through image differencing the images must be aligned well relative to the size of the objects exhibiting change and the ground sample distance (GSD) of the remote sensing sensor. In scenarios where there is slight mis-alignment over a spatially non-uniform background, significant image difference values will create false positives. Ideally, images must be aligned to within a fraction of a pixel to minimize the occurrence of false positive changes. Multispectral change detection techniques 2 provide an imagebased method for detecting surface disturbances potentially caused by an Underground Nuclear Explosion (UNE).
Orthorectification is method of projecting imagery onto a planimetric surface. 3 In doing so the effects of perspective tilt and terrain are removed. During this process the image products are projected onto a World Geodetic System, such as WGS-84, at a specific mapping accuracy. Orthorectification products for a system like LANDSAT-5, which have 30m GSD, are useful 2 in pixel-based change detection because the orthorectification aligns the images to within a fraction of a pixel. DigitalGlobe's sensors, which have much higher spatial resolution (~2m GSD multispectral bands, ~0.5m PANchromatic bands), do not provide data with a mapping accuracy that matches its comparatively higher GSD. This was discovered when the LLNL team obtained DigitalGlobe products of the Source Physics Experiment 2 (SPE-2) site with the highest level of orthorectification available (mapping accuracy of 1:4800). 4 Achieving this level of orthorectification required collection of ground control points (GCPs) using a differential GPS. The GCPs were provided to DigitalGlobe, who then used them to make slight spatial adjustments to the imagery and obtain a 1:4800 mapping accuracy. The resulting product has a root-mean-squared-error of 1.2m for the discrepancies between an image coordinate and its true coordinate. This level of orthorectification produced image-to-image mis-alignment that was often more than a pixel, thus creating many false positive changes from benign objects, such as road edges and scrub brush. It should be noted that the SPE-2 site involved chemical explosions. Inspired by this experience the authors decided to investigate whether image-based processing might produce better alignment than the orthorectification approach.
This document presents a method that was employed on two Worldview-II (WV-II) datasets. The first dataset is of the SPE-2 site at the Nevada National Security Site. The data was collected on 6/15/2011 and 9/2/2011. The images are ~2200x2200 pixels in size. The orthorectified version (1:4800 mapping accuracy) of this dataset is used to demonstrate the improvement image registration can have on these products. The second dataset was collected over a site in Jordan that was later used by the CTBT Organization for Integrated Field Test 2014 (IFE14). This second dataset contains terrain that is more rugged than at the SPE-2 site. The dataset is also geo-registered, which means that elevation has not been accounted for beyond its average value. This dataset not only has dramatic global offsets in terms of its mapping, but it has many local offsets because of the topology and off-nadir viewing angle. The data was collected on 4/2/2011 and 9/27/14. This dataset is also larger, as images have dimension ~10k x 16k pixels. The viewing geometry is described in Table 1 below. The image registration methodology described is intended for audiences seeking a robust and easy-to-implement solution for image registration of overhead image data. It is not meant to provide state-of-the-art registration performance. The implementation demonstrated here was developed in python v2.7. geoio 8 is used to import the imagery. numpy 9 is used for singular value decomposition and matrix multiplication. scipy 10 is used for interpolation. The code ran in a Windows environment on a 64-bit i7 processor. Compute times scaled with images sizes and were on the order of minutes for the examples that follow.
The three main points of this paper are that: 1) conventional image alignment techniques can either introduce artifacts or are not effective and subsequently reduce the utility of change detection products based on image differencing; 2) imagebased registration that uses non-rigid warping can improve the utility of the change detection products (this is demonstrated on images collected under off-nadir viewing conditions over rough terrain), and 3) this approach mitigates background variability of the change detection products and subsequently reduces the required analysis time spent on reviewing false positive changes.
In the following content, Section 2 provides the background and approach to creating the image registration algorithm, Section 3 discusses the results found, and Section 4 summarizes the conclusions. References are provided.
BACKGROUND AND APPROACH
This section describes the image registration algorithm implemented for this work. It should be noted that there are publicly available codes for image registration. 5 An initial attempt to register the imagery was done using an optical flow algorithm found in MATLAB called image demons. 6 Optical flow algorithms perform a 1-to-1 mapping of every pixel in the warp image to the reference. This resulted in some dramatic and incorrect amounts of warping in areas where there had been changes in the scene. For example, we observed vehicle and construction equipment in the warping image get mapped to nearby scrub brush at the SPE-2 site. The warping was significant enough that these objects were unrecognizable in the warped imagery. It was then hypothesized whether a sparse set of feature correspondences between the two images would produce a more reliable mapping.
The algorithm presented here takes as input two images that have a high percentage of overlap, equal GSD, optical distortion corrected, and are either orthorectified or geo-registered. This algorithm will not account for rotation. Ideally the images would be collected close to nadir. Histogram matching is used first to ensure image contrast levels are similar in both images. The images are then normalized such that all values are between 0 and 255. The Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) algorithm is then used with the find_matches algorithm 7 or Fast Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search Library (FLANN) 11 to obtain features in both images. An example is shown in Figure 1 with features correspondences drawn between the two images. Figure 1 . Two WV-II images of the Nevada desert were captured at different times. The SIFT and find_matches algorithm obtain an initial set of feature correspondences between the two images. The lines drawn connect the matching feature correspondences. Notice that there are two lines that are diagonal, these lines represent incorrect feature correspondences. The objective of algorithms like iMOR and RANSAC is to remove these features.
The initial feature correspondences produced by find_matches will contain many correspondences that are not correct. Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) is then used to find and remove some of the erroneous correspondences. The LLNL team used this approach initially but problems occurred with RANSAC related to its homographic assumption, which assumes planar surface topology. Given that the surface topology is not planar in the datasets of interest, another method was investigated which robustly detects erroneous correspondences but also preserves those matches found on rugged (non-planar) terrain. The iterative Mahalanobis Outlier Rejection (iMOR) method aims to characterize the xyshifts (∆ , ∆ = − , − ) that map the original warp image correspondences ( , ) onto the reference image correspondences ( , ).
The iMOR method assumes that the correctly matched feature correspondences produce pixel shifts that are related through either a global translation and/or a local parallax shift related to surface topology. For many landforms that do not include tall buildings this relationship can be characterized using a 2-dimensional multivariate normal distribution (Mahalanobis distance). This makes intuitive sense. If the reader imagines two overhead images of a mountain that are taken from slightly different view angles. And if the base of the mountain is aligned in the both images, there would be a parallax shift observed on the mountain that had increasing magnitude at higher elevations. The subset of correctly determined pixel shift vectors have a powerful property, in that they would be highly correlated. Orthorectification is a complex process, affected by a multitude of factors that often cannot be controlled for. Unaccounted-for topology will create what looks like a parallax shift. With geo-registration a planar surface topology is used, and the parallax artifacts are worse. It should be noted that orthorectification can introduce warping to imagery that is not related to parallax shift, particularly if the Digital Elevation Map (DEM) is not aligned with the imagery or has low resolution relative to the resolution of the imagery and the topological characterization of the land.
iMOR characterizes the distribution of xy-shift values using Mahalanobis distance and then throws out any pixel shifts that have a distance greater than 5. It then recalculates the mean and covariance for the reduced xy-shift dataset and again throws out any pixel shifts that have a Mahalanobis distance greater than 5. This process is repeated until the stopping criteria is met. The equation for Mahalanobis distance is: = − − , where is distance, is a xy-shift vector, is the mean estimate xy-shift vector, and is the covariance estimate of the xy-shift vectors. The stopping criteria has two requirements: 1) the first eigenvalue must be less than 20 and 2) there are no remaining shifts greater than 5 Mahalanobis distance units. What remains is a final set of feature correspondences that all shift along a 
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The authors expect the registration code presented here will work less well in urban environments or other areas with vertical surfaces. In general, if the features between two off-nadir images are masked by surface topology, then this algorithm won't be able to establish the relationship between the images and will subsequently fail. This is a difficult effect to characterize or predict because it also depends on surface topology and viewing geometry. Other areas where the algorithm might fail are temperate climates with deciduous trees, such as the North-Eastern United States, where significant seasonal changes in tree foliage would likely confuse SIFT and FLANN.
